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Agency from Essen creates creative freedom 
 

Mehrkanal supports young artists 
 
Essen, December 20th, 2011 – The love for arts plays a very special role for the 
Mehrkanal GmbH: arts inspire one´s fantasy and stimulate the daily work – that is why 
the agency Mehrkanal considers the support of young artists as an investment in the 
future. Prospectively, the project “MEHRKUNST” will enhance the social commitment 
of Mehrkanal. 
 
“MEHRKUNST” starts with the works of the artist James Larsen: “We chose James Larsen 
because we feel to be very close to his works. His paintings have a beauty which is 
distinctive. In his works, he merges differing cultures and perceptions in a very classy and 
expressive way.”, explains Markus Plaum, managing director of Mehrkanal. 
 
Larsen sees his paintings as a window to another world: involving brilliant colour effects, he 
manages to combine the extremes. His works appear like a stage scenery with deepness 
and a great sense of harmony. The born Australian comes from a family of craftsmen and 
artists, whose roots are in New Zealand, Scandinavia and Germany. After his art studies in 
Australia, he lived in England and India for a considerable time. Since several years, Larsen 
is domiciled in Recklinghausen. Over the years, James Larsen devoted himself intensively to 
his Australian origin and repeatedly subjected his cultural and artistic identity to negotiation. 
 

About Mehrkanal: 
MEHRKANAL is one of the leading suppliers of marketing management systems, based in 
Essen. The company is specialised for establishing, leading and integrating brands in and via 
the internet. Due to the close networking and the interaction of web-based tools, Mehrkanal 
optimises marketing and sales of numerous internationally operating brand manufacturers. 
The customer portfolio includes companies as Peugeot, Kia Motors Europe, Jaguar, Land 
Rover, Renault, Dacia, Deutz-Fahr, Brax, Banque PSA Finance Deutschland, Esprit, Iveco, 
Tamaris and Ford. 
More on www.mehrkanal.com. 
 
You can find more information about James Larsen as well as image and video material on 
http://www.mehrkanal.com/de/mehrkunst/2011/. 
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